
End

Lecture 35

“One Last Time”

VSCode: Open Project -> View Terminal -> npm run pull -> npm start



Announcements

• All late problem set submissions due tonight at midnight

• Final exam review worksheet posted

• Final exam review session 5/5 3-5pm in Sitterson 014

• Office hours close at 5pm on LDOC (we want to celebrate too…)

• TAs can provide limited support over email



Final Exam

• Monday, May 6th at 4PM in Genome 100 (this room)
• Official time set by UNC registrar

• Review session time and date TBD

• ARS? – schedule your exam for May 6th at 3PM

• 3 in 24? – 101 makeup on May 7th at 12pm
• Incompatible with your schedule? Try moving another exam

• https://forms.gle/aToNVt4WjpSdK7v3A

• You must have a pink slip from advising to take the makeup – no 
exceptions

https://forms.gle/aToNVt4WjpSdK7v3A


Warmup – Concept Inventory

• Turn to your neighbor and play Rock-Paper-Scissors

• Winner teaches constructors to their neighbor

• Not-so-winner teaches optional parameters and union types

• Use your words, write out code/diagrams, etc.

• Check in at pollev.com/comp101unc once you’ve finished





Let’s make the End Game.

• Open 35-end / terms-app.ts

• We are going to make a fun game to help you study for the final!

• Notice the imported variable dictionary
• It is an array of string terms we've learned this semester



Follow Along #1: randomTerm

1. Declare a function named randomTerm with no parameters and return a string.

2. Its purpose is to return a random string from the imported dictionary array of 
terms.

3. In the randomTerm function, generate a random index:

let randomIndex = random(0, dictionary.length - 1);

4. Then, return the word stored at that index in dictionary.

5. Finally, in the main function, call the randomTerm function and print the returned 
value.

6. Check-in on pollev when you have this function working. Refresh to see random 
terms.



Hands-on #2: Complete randomTerms

1. We'd like a function that we give some n number and it returns to us an 
array of random terms with n elements.

2. In the randomTerms function, write a loop that calls the randomTerm
function you just wrote n times and appends each random term to the 
terms array.

3. In the main function, uncomment the lines below #2.2 to test your 
randomTerms function out.

4. Check-in when complete.



Hands-on #3: Complete the contains Function

1. We'd like to avoid adding the same term to randomTerms twice… so let's 
write a helper function that tells us if any string array "haystack" contains 
a specific "needle" string.

2. At TODO #3.1 – Write a for loop that iterates over each index of the 
haystack array. The element at each index should be tested for equality 
with the needle. If equal, return true.

3. At TODO #3.2 – Uncomment the print statement to test your contains 
function.

4. Check-in when you believe your contains function is working!



Hands-on #4: Improve randomTerms

1. If you are not using a while loop in randomTerms, change your for 
loop to a while loop whose condition is while terms.length < n

2. In the loop, assign a randomWord() to a variable.

3. If the random word stored in that variable is not contained by the 
terms array, then append the word to the terms array.

4. Try running the game a few times to convince yourself it now avoids 
accidental duplicate values in the chosen terms.



Further improvements…

• Add more terms!

• Continue looping indefinitely or until the user enters 0 terms in main

• Print output to the screen more nicely than the array table of strings

• Be sure there are at least n terms in the dictionary when building the 
random terms array (we could actually set off an infinite loop now…)

• Avoid reusing words that have already been chosen until you run out
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Thanks you for a great semester!
Thank you COMP101!


